Differences in motor cortical representations of kinematic variables between action observation and action execution and implications for brain-machine interfaces.
Observing an action being performed and executing the same action cause similar patterns of neural activity to emerge in the primary motor cortex (MI). Previous work has shown that the neural activity evoked during action observation (AO) is informative as to both the kinematics and muscle activation patterns of the action being performed, although the neural activity recorded during action observation contains less information than the activity recorded during action execution (AE). In this study, we extend these results by comparing the representation of different kinematic variables in MI single /multi unit activity between AO and AE conditions in three rhesus macaques. We show that the representation of acceleration decreases more significantly than that of position and velocity in AO (population decoding performance for acceleration decreases more steeply, and fewer neurons in AO encode acceleration significantly as compared to AE). We discuss the relevance of these results to brain-machine interfaces that make use of neural activity during AO to initialize a mapping function between neural activity and motor commands.